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acquired thereunder by Z must prevail over one which by Englisnfebi;
would have been stronger.
The judgments paid little heed to the statutory provisions, but
in general adopted the view that Norwegian law applied because
it was the lex loci actus. Romer J., indeed, held that the word
'interpretation' in sub-section (2) was wide enough to cover the
'legal effect' of a contract and that therefore statutory effect had
been given to the principle of the lex loci actus. In the Court of
Appeal, however, no reliance was placed upon the Act.
The facts of the second case, Embiricos v. Anglo-Austrian.
Bank* were these:
Austrian
Embiricos v. Anglo-Austrian Bank. A cheque on a London bank was Bank
drawn in Romania in favour of the plaintiffs, who specially indorsed it
there to a firm in London and placed it in an envelope addressed to that
firm. The cheque was stolen from the envelope in Romania by a clerk
of the plaintiffs. Three days later the cheque, bearing an indorsement
which purported to be that of the London firm but which was in fact a
forgery, was presented for payment at a bank in Vienna. The Vienna
bank cashed the cheque in good faith, indorsed it to the defendants,
who were their London agents, and the latter collected the amount
from the bank upon which the cheque was drawn. Plaintiffs then sued
defendants in damages for conversion. The Austrian law was that, not-
withstanding the theft and forgery, the Viennese bank acquired a good
title to the cheque. Judgment for defendants.
In this case the'title which was acquired under the law of the
country where the instrument was situated at the time of the
transaction was upheld by the English court.
Again Austrian law was chosen as being the lex loci actus uttie
(though perhaps what was in the mind of the court was ther~"""
lex situs^ since this necessarily coincided with the lex loci actus)? v. -
and again the judgments attributed only trifling importance •"
to the Act. Romer L J. thought that section 72 (2) recognized
the lex loci actus as being applicable to the matter, an opinion
which Walton J. was prepared to share if 'interpretation'
includes 'legal effect'. Vaughan Williams L.J. was not clear
that the sub-section covered the case, but according to Stirling
L.J. its applicability was worthy of serious consideration.
Section 72, which, it will be observed, was only a secondary Decisive
consideration in these two decisions, played, however, a deci- *"*:"
sive part in Koechlin v. Kestenbaum^ which is the most recent v.°!
case on the subject.
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